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Executive Summary
Automotive telematics play an important role in assessing driver risk and adjusting insurance
premiums, and can be used to learn about driver behavior to exploit “point of interest” data for
future marketing purposes.
A startup was launched in late 2016 to provide emerging technology services that would include
telematics products on cloud, using big data to capture driver behavior in order to provide a more
accurate picture of individual driving habits and risk. Sirius’ Advanced Applications Group (Sirius
AAG) was engaged to provide assessment, platform architecture and implementation of the
architecture using Hortonworks DataFlow (HDF) and Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) on Amazon
Web Services (AWS) cloud technologies.
The IoT data platform included the definition and delivery of a production-grade, high-volume
product that could ingest 250K transactions per second and run analytics to create driver scores.
The platform is extensible and can ingest more volume as required by the business. Currently this
client is processing one billion transactions per week.
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Approach
Platform as a Service (PaaS) solutions for connected devices are specifically customized to meet the
needs of an IoT offering by integrating a chain of capabilities, technologies and product services that
begin with hardware sensors, mobile apps, networks, management of data and ingestion of complex
data streams, culminating in tools that allow for rapid, high-volume ingestion of data into analytics
applications. In this case, the goal was to produce a data platform that would provide real-time
driver score and other analytics, and an architecture/design for a multi-tenant, scalable platform.
Sirius AAG executed the project in two main phases:
Phase 1 defined the logical design of each moving part in the tech stack of the data platform,
including its role, characteristics and scope of integration in the minimum viable product (MVP).

Phase 1: IoT data platform logical architecture; gateway to data lake
Phase 2 was the physical model of the data platform, the goal of which was to build and provision
the platform at the click of a button and enable tenants to onboard and use various features and
functions of the platform.
The provisioning of the platform was done using CI-CD pipeline that included Cloud Formation
scripts with appropriate parameterization to enable scaling and load-balancing of infrastructure for
incoming data in a highly available environment spread across two AWS regions.
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Phase 2: IoT data platform physical landscape
Data Complexity: The incoming streaming data is complex and compacted, and the developed NiFi
processes enrich the data and add required reference data for downstream applications. The NiFi
implementation within one region of AWS was processing 250,000 TPS and could expand with the
addition of nodes.
Performance Metrics: The high-volume capability and multi-region availability is unparalleled in the
industry. The core platform can seamlessly ingest up to 250K records per second. Each tenant can
have its own version of the platform and scale services on demand. The current production traffic is
one billion records per week, and is expected to grow in the next two years.

Multi-Tenancy, Multi-Gateway Security
The platform has multiple entry points using Apigee Gateway for mobile apps and Danlaw for
devices to enter the platform through a tenant-specific end proxy. The data would then route to two
regions in the platform to maintain high availability.

Results
At the completion of the project, our client had a state-of-the-art, production-grade platform that
can house and scale multiple products that consume and realize analytical insights on driver
behavior. Currently, several other rollouts for additional products and services are being planned on
this platform.
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Implementation of Each Architecture Component
Kafka: High-Throughput Messaging Queue
Apache Kafka is a write-ahead commit log used for building real-time data pipelines and streaming
applications. Its scalability, fault-tolerance and throughput speed made it a natural choice for the
data platform’s streaming needs.
On the pipeline’s front end, a three-node Kafka cluster provided the queuing mechanism necessary
to ingest large volumes of incoming messages from external sources, and its zero-master
architecture ensured no node would become a single point of failure. To further guarantee
reliability, the cluster was spread across multiple data centers with application-driven replication and
persisted on fault-tolerant storage. The cluster was able to withstand catastrophic failures on 2/3
nodes and self-heal, synchronizing any missed transactions once the failing nodes are restored. Back
pressure and release combined with horizontal and vertical scalability features enabled Kafka to
sustain periodic traffic spikes and guarantee message delivery.
In addition, Kafka served as a highly reliable message bus between internal system components.
Records (consisting of a key, a value and a timestamp) were published to topics (a stream of records
representing a category) and later consumed by downstream systems for further processing. Using
specific topic names as well as wild card name patterns enabled sophisticated routing of messages
between fully decoupled components. To prevent message loss due to processing failure, an atleast-once delivery approach was employed with topic/message/consumer index tracked by
ZooKeeper, Kafka’s default state store mechanism. Combining Kafka’s resiliency with NiFi’s userfriendly Web interface and a catalog of built-in processors enabled construction of productiongrade, end-to-end data pipelines in record time.
Kafka’s security features were utilized to ensure data safety and integrity:
 Two-way TLS was used to encrypt all Kafka-to-Kafka, Kafka-to-ZooKeeper and Kafka-toProducer/Consumer communication.
 User-based access control, powered by Kerberos, managed individual users’ and systems’
permissions over a particular topic, preventing unauthorized access to data.
 At rest, data was encrypted using AWS Elastic Block Store’s (EBS) native encryption mechanisms
with encryption key management handled seamlessly by AWS Key Management Services (KMS).

NiFi: Dataflow Management
Considering the data platform’s IoT requirements with high-volume processing needs (estimated
projection of about 250K messages processed per second), we have chosen NiFi, Flink, Kafka and
Cassandra for the speed processing layer.
NiFi was used to provide dataflow management. Its feature categories include flow management,
ease of use, security, extensible architecture, and flexible scaling model. It offers high-throughput
processing capability with scale-out, scale-up and -down, zero-master (no single point of failure),
data buffering with back pressure, and a pressure-release mechanism with highly configurable
visual command and control.
NiFi also offers secure exchange of data between system-system and user-system (encryption such
as two-way SSL), in addition to providing pluggable authorization so that it can properly control a
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user’s access and at particular levels (read-only, dataflow manager, admin). Each NiFi cluster is
capable of handling the requirements of one or more organizations.
NiFi met all the design guiding principles laid out for the data platform’s dataflow management
layer.

Apache Flink: Real-Time Driver Score (Data-Artisans)
Given the business requirement of generating real-time driver risk scores, Apache Flink was used to
produce continuous streaming analytics.
After the device IOT messages travel through the platform’s various stages of enrichment and
cleansing, Apache FlinkML was used to consume existing and new machine learning models and
generate a driver risk score before being saved to Cassandra and HDFS.
 Windowing mechanism: Flink gave the platform the freedom to operate with the data source at
various levels of time abstraction such as Event Time, Processing Time and/or Ingestion Time.
 State and fault tolerance: Flink is aware of the state in order to make state and fault tolerance
using checkpoints and to allow savepoints of streaming applications. Knowledge about the state
also allows for rescaling of Flink applications; in other words, Flink takes care of redistributing state
across parallel instances.
 Checkpointing: Flink’s checkpointing mechanism interacts with durable storage for streams and
state, the key advantage of which was a persistent (or durable) data source that can replay records
for a certain amount of time; in this case the data source was Kafka.
The Data-Artisans distribution of Flink was utilized to incorporate best-of-breed streaming analytics.

Cassandra: Operational Datastore
Cassandra’s distributed, highly resilient, fault-tolerant peer-to-peer architecture makes it an ideal
operational database for the data platform.
Cassandra nodes were distributed into two Cassandra data centers, with one data center in USEAST-1 and another in US-WEST-2 AWS regions. Three availability zones were utilized in each region
to uniformly distribute Cassandra nodes, which map to racks in the Cassandra database. Each
Cassandra keyspace is replicated with a factor of three per data center, thereby making each
availability zone hold one copy of the data.
High-availability and fault-tolerant scenarios:
 Node failure: Cassandra will be able to withstand up to second or third nodes failing, and data will
be automatically re-synched with the failed nodes once they are back online.
 Availability zone failure: Three availability zones are utilized per region with each availability zone
holding one copy of data. Cassandra can tolerate up to two availability zone failures per region.
 Region failure: Data between the two AWS regions is automatically replicated by Cassandra’s
inherent replication and synch strategy, making it possible to withstand a failure of an entire AWS
region.
DataStax distribution of Cassandra was utilized, making it possible to add functionality such as
analytics, search and graph based on discovery of additional use cases.
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Hadoop/HDFS: Permanent Datastore (Hortonworks Data Platform)
For permanent data storage for all forms of typed and untyped data, HDFS data lake was the most
durable and available component of the IoT data platform.
The Hortonworks HDP was integrated into the data platform with two independent data lakes that
would be spun up and scaled on demand in two different data centers. The platform would ingest
raw, enriched and processed data into the lake. The data lake has two separate Hadoop file system
orchestration: one for raw and processed (core) data and another for the research cluster. The hdfssite.xml and core-site.xml was configured to manage replication, security at rest, and separation of
core and research nodes. Furthermore, data scientists and analysts would use front-end analytics
tools like Zeppelin to connect to HDFS or Hive external tables in the Hadoop ecosystem and create
interactive and dynamic markdown pages to consume and report on driver score analysis.
Below is a list of components that were used within the Hadoop ecosystems of the platform:
 Ambari: Central management, administration and consistent security LDAP sync
 Ranger: Role-based security for authorization for users to consume Hive external tables
 Kafka: Message encryption
 Ambari Agent: Collects metrics data from each data node
 Grafana: Metrics monitoring, alerts and notifications
 Hive: External tables that mimicked the table structures of Cassandra ODS
 Sqoop: Data ingestion from enterprise data warehouse to platform
 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS): For storage of raw data
 Zookeeper Quorum: A single zookeeper quorum was maintained between HDP and HDF (NiFi)
 Zeppelin: Interactive data exploration and inference analysis
HDP distribution met the long-term data storage needs of the platform for elaborating to more
business use cases after production release.

Trip Data Processing Overview
Here is a quick data processing overview of the IoT data platform.

RestProxy
Data is received from various gateways into the RestProxy NiFi cluster, which is configured to receive
a high volume of HTTP Requests, which is then evaluated for three categories of messages: GSP
Events, Mobile Trip Summary, and OBD Device Events. Each HTTP Request is responded to with
either ACCEPTED (202), Internal ERROR (5xx), or a NOT FOUND (404) response.
All ACCEPTED and ERROR messages are persisted into appropriate Kafka topics before responding
for further processing.

TelematicsDataPlatform
This platform is expected to support multi-tenant, multiple sources, multiple formats and even
multiple versions of the standard platform format, as the mobile devices (for example) may run
previous versions of the driving engines while the formats have evolved.
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The main approach used in data processing is to:
 Receive multiple formats from multiple sources, decode, validate, and assemble into known JSON
Trip format.
 Transform the JSON Trip Format into AVRO format, which supports schema evolution in addition to
other AVRO benefits. This will ensure that the schema evolves without breaking the downstream
applications. Downstream apps are not forced to comply with the changed schema as long as they
can consume previous versions which might be sufficient for their application. AVRO schema also
provides data validation (required data, data formats and value range validations).
 Enrich, score and persist.

Trip Summary Processing Overview
The initial part of the data flow is to decode and/or transform into know JSON formats, validate and
enhance data. For Danlaw binary device data decoding of events, we leveraged Microservices; for
other transformations, we have used multiple built-in NiFi processors such as EvaluateJsonPath,
ReplaceText, RouteOnAttribute, JoltTransformJSON, ExecuteScript, ConvertJSONToAvro,
ConsumeKafka, PublishKafka, MergeContent, PutHDFS, and PutCassandraQL.
JoltTransformJSON was used to apply a list of Jolt specifications to the FlowFile JSON payload. This
was extensively used to transform various source JSON formats to common JSON formats.
ConvertJSONToAvro was used convert JSON files to Avro according to an Avro Schema, where the
missing fields, data value checks, array size and so on are validated.
We have also built spring-context processors (in Java) and deployed as NAR file (similar to a WAR
file), and deployed them as custom processors in cases where we needed to implement specific
functionality such as for decoding binary data, and for processing and persisting different structures
into Cassandra.
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Global Tracing
Global Tracing (including measurement of end-to-end data processing times) was implemented in
the data processing platform leveraging NiFi’s Data Provenance Event Reporting feature.
Typically, the Data Provenance reporting is sufficient to trace all the processing steps of a given
message. NiFi generates a unique FlowFile UUID which is carried along as an attribute across all
processing steps. However, if the processing flow involves segmentation using Kafka for example, it
is pushed into a Kafka topic, then the processed message is returned in another topic to continue
processing. NiFi generates a new UUID for the second segment, and the entire flow is maintained in
provenance as segmented information.

We have introduced a CorrelationID as part of the message header and carried forward the initial
UUID. Further enhanced SiteToSiteProvenanceReportingTask processor (enhanced and deployed as
a custom NAR) to only report on the specific key processors. These filtered events are published to
an endpoint, and are consumed and persisted into Cassandra along with CorrelationID and
provenance data for reporting and aggregation.
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Conclusion
The IoT data platform implemented could be utilized for any type of streaming data and processing
platforms. This highly reliable and scalable architecture could be implemented on public clouds such
as AWS or internal private cloud environments.
This architecture is continuously available and has no downtime, while being able to withstand
multiple failures in individual components and even an entire AWS region.
Each component of the architecture is secure; data in transit is encrypted and access to the data is
managed using RBAC.
Given the usage of Hortonworks HDP, and NiFi in particular, this architecture allows the addition of
various other data flows based on the needs of the business and the applications that utilize this
data platform.
Usage of Flink allows smart streaming analytics while the data is in transit, as well as analytics while
the data is at rest.
For more information about IoT solutions for this and other industries, speak to your Sirius representative,
call Sirius at 800-460-1237, e-mail info@siriuscom.com, or visit siriuscom.com/solutions/iot.
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